
STUDIO
HIRE

Professional streaming 
and recording studio 
based in Milton 
Keynes.

The Streaming Studio is a multi-resolution 
presentation space featuring first class audio, 
video and lighting production equipment.

The studio can be hired in isolation or with the 
stream production gallery, green room and 
catering area.

Blank canvas.
A black box studio space with optional set’s 
including green screen or 3m tall set with 
integrated 82” display screen, plus LED lighting 
allows for customisation to any brand or 

One-stop solution.
The studio comes complete with all hardware 
and crew - scalable to your live stream or pre-
record requirements.

White Label.
The studio, space and team are available as 
a ‘white label’ solution to support industry 
colleagues.

Covid-19.
The studio has been fully risk-assessed, with the 
provision of PPE and air filtering technology to 
allow for a safe working environment.
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The studio packaged with a full lighting and sound rig, 4K cameras, 
optional vision mixing and Autocue.

Stream
or
shoot?
The studio is available as a 
standalone streaming solution 
with a full support team to 
manage your live broadcast. 
Integrating with any streaming 
platform, additional options 
include audience interactivity, 
video playback, bespoke 
streaming web pages and full 
viewer analytics.

Whether you’d prefer a fully 
pre-recorded stream, or 
some pre-recorded content 
to feature alongside your 
live event, our range of 4K 
cameras, professional lighting 
and Autocue within our studio 
provides everything you’ll need. 
Our experienced crew also will 
direct, shoot and edit when 
required.

The studio has a fast hard-wired internet connection for reliable 
streaming and additional guest wifi network.

The 6m wide stage comes complete with a selection of lecterns and 
stage furniture which also accommodates.

Full hospitality comes as standard with tea and coffee facilities plus 
private use of a fridge and microwave.

The studio is conveniently located in central Milton Keynes, close to the 
train station and with ample free parking.

IF YOU HAVE 
ANY QUESTIONS.

White Event Production
Unit 4 Danbury Court
Milton Keynes
Buckinghamshire
MK14 6PL

CONTACT US.
Call:  01908 483627
Email: info@event-streaming.co.uk


